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Abstract
Context. Embedded platforms GPUs are reaching a level of performance comparable to desktop hardware. Therefore it becomes interesting to apply Computer Vision techniques to modern smartphones.
The platform holds different challenges, as energy use and heat generation can be an issue depending on load distribution on the device.
Objectives. We evaluate the viability of a feature detector and descriptor on the Xperia Z3. Specifically we evaluate the the pair based
on real-time execution, heat generation and performance.
Methods. We implement the feature detection and feature descriptor pair Harris-Hessian/FREAK for GPU execution using OpenCL,
focusing on embedded platforms. We then study the heat generation
of the application, its execution time and compare our method to two
other methods, FAST/BRISK and ORB, to evaluate the vision performance.
Results. Execution time data for the Xperia Z3 and desktop GeForce
GTX660 is presented. Run time temperature values for a run of
nearly an hour are presented with correlating CPU and GPU activity. Images containing comparison data for BRISK, ORB and
Harris-Hessian/FREAK is shown with performance data and discussion around notable aspects.
Conclusion. Execution times on Xperia Z3 is deemed insufficient
for real-time applications while desktop execution shows that there is
future potential. Heat generation is not a problem for the implementation. Implementation improvements are discussed to great length
for future work. Performance comparisons of Harris-Hessian/FREAK
suggest that the solution is very vulnerable to rotation, but superior
in scale variant images. Generally appears suitable for near duplicate
comparisons, delivering much greater number of keypoints. Finally,
insight to OpenCL application development on Android is given.
Keywords: GPU, Feature Detection, Feature Description, Embedded
Device
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Digital images today play a large role in how we communicate with each other. As
modern-day cellphones are often equipped with digital cameras, the availability
of taking a photograph has increased. Likewise the applications of Computer
Vision (CV) have become more numerous, and with the increasing computational
power of computers and cellphones so has their availability. Feature detection is
a fundamental part of CV used to discover abstract features, which can later be
used for a multitude of purposes. As such, implementing feature detection on a
heterogeneous device such as a smartphone is a relevant topic of research.
Modern embedded systems have become quite powerful. The Qualcomm
Snapdragon 800 is a heterogeneous device, commonly used in cellphones such
as the Xperia Z3, which contains a quad-core ARMv7 Central Processing Unit
(CPU), a 128 core Adreno 330 Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and a Hexagon 3
threaded Digital Signal Processor (DSP). Each processor has different properties;
the GPU promises an extremely high throughput thanks to massive parallelization but has a simple ALU design compared to the CPU, which aims to maximize
performance per thread, whereas the DSP, instead, is designed with high energy
efficiency in mind. The consequence is that a single CPU core is vastly more
complicated than a GPU core and therefore die utilization limits the core count
to a much lower number. This also means that a CPU uses more energy per core.
GPUs boast a much higher FLOPS (Floating Point Operations per Second)
measure than CPUs and research shows that it is possible to save energy in most
modern systems by implementing certain algorithms on the GPU rather than the
CPU [21]. The challenge in achieving a high utilization lies in designing algorithms that are adapted to the GPU’s architecture, which is considered harder to
do. It has been shown that a well designed GPU algorithm can outperform a CPU
implementation for certain applications[4], but there is a clear gap in required experience and competence between the two as single threaded programming is well
known while many-core programming is a relatively unexplored concept.
The Snapdragon 800, much like similar platforms, generates a large amount
of heat when all units are running on full frequency, making the experience for
the user problematic and lowering the lifespan of the hardware. The problem can
be partially solved from software by lowering the clock of the hardware or turning
1
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off units. By running units in intervals or "bursts" it is possible to keep the heat
of the unit low while still trying to achieve good enough performance for the user
experience.
As mobile hardware gets more powerful, more complex techniques can be
employed. An obvious field of application for modern smartphones is computer
vision, since cameras are part of their core feature set. Furthermore, as processing
of images by their nature tends to consist of many similar, parallel tasks, such
algorithms are advantageously performed on the GPU[22].
In our work we focus on building a feature detector and feature descriptor pair
(details in Chapter 2). One of our goals is to find and implement an algorithm
that is suitable for the embedded environment. With this in mind we have chosen
Harris-Hessian[23] as a detector and FREAK[1] as our descriptor. Harris-Hessian
was chosen because it is an algorithm specifically designed for a GPU and proven
to perform well in such an environment. We focus on a detector implemented
on the GPU as the task is computationally intensive and generally parallelizable
making it more suitable for GPU execution than CPU execution. FREAK was
chosen because of its fast matching speeds and simple implementation, which is
relevant for a platform with limited computational ability.
After building our implementation of what we call Harris-Hessian/FREAK we
run the application in full force to observe the heat generation characteristics of
the program, and will adapt the program to allow it to run without overheating
the device. In our work we will also pay attention the execution time to see
what scope the application might have in practice, and compare it to the same
implementation running on a conventional desktop Nvidia GeForce GTX660 card
hosted by an i5 CPU. The hardware was chosen primarily because of its availability to us. It is, however, a very common middle end card, making our comparison
accessible to a wide audience. Comparing a desktop setup with the embedded
device will give us and others a chance at a better understanding of the Adreno
330’s function and limitations by having a comparison to well known hardware,
as Qualcomm1 is secretive with some of the details of theirs.
Our motivation for building a combined detector and descriptor solution is
largely driven by the interests of Sony Mobile, who wish to get a greater understanding of the capabilities of their device. The use and focus on the Xperia Z3
and using OpenCL[17] for GPU programming is chosen by request from Sony.
To our knowledge, Harris-Hessian and FREAK is a novel combination within
the scientific field, and so, to get an understanding of its functional performance
we intend to compare it with two other well studied descriptor and detector
pairs: ORB and FAST/BRISK. The study will consist of a selection of images
that we consider interesting in presenting the strengths and weaknesses of HarrisHessian/FREAK, ORB and BRISK, and discuss what it might mean in an appli1
Qualcomm is the hardware developer of the Snapdragon 800 and Adreno 330 hardware
series. They are one of the largest developers of embedded systems for the cellphone market.
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cation. Additionally our contribution will be a fully functional implementation
released under the BSD license, links to source can be found in the cover pages.
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 presents a summary of the background and related work.
Chapter 3 presents the research questions and their motivations as well as the
method with which we intend to answer them.
Chapter 4 presents a summary of the Harris-Hessian algorithm proposed by Xie
et al.
Chapter 5 similarly presents a summary of the FREAK algorithm proposed by
Alahi et al.
Chapter 6 presents an explanation of our implementation of the detector and
descriptor.
Chapter 7 presents the and discusses the results of the experiments run.
Chapter 8 presents the conclusions made and proposed future work.

Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

The study on how to interpret digital images is commonly referred to as Computer Vision. This is a wide field with applications including for example object
recognition, image restoration and scene reconstruction. The aim of CV is to
extract abstract information from an image, and these applications are used in
a wide variety of fields, such as industrial automation, medical image analysis,
geo-location for unmanned vehicles, and others.

2.1

Feature Detection

Within the field computer vision, feature detection refers to methods of trying to
locate arbitrary features that can afterwards be described and compared.
In 1988 Harris and Stephens proposed an operator to measure the "cornerness" of a point in an image[9]. Their measure is an improvement of Moravec’s
detector[16], and detects corners as well as edges using differential operators
to estimate their direction. However, Harris corners are not scale-invariant.
Mikolajczyk and Schmid aimed to remedy this by detecting corners at successively larger scales and choosing a "characteristic scale" where the Laplacian-ofGaussian (LoG) reaches a maximum[15].
Lowe proposed in 1999 a Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). SIFT has
since become somewhat of an industry standard. It includes both detector and
descriptor. Its detector is based on calculating a Difference of Gaussians (DoG)
with several scale spaces. It can be shown that the DoG is very similar to the
LoG, but it is significantly cheaper computationally[13].
Partially inspired by SIFT, Bay et al. proposed their detector Speeded-Up
Robust Features (SURF)[2] in 2006. The aim of SURF is mainly - as the name
hints - to speed up the detection (and description) while still maintaining high
performance. To achieve this Bay et al. make use of integral images and Hessian
determinants. SURF and SIFT are often used as base lines in evaluations of
other detectors. Note that in this thesis "performance" refers to the quality of
the results from a detector and descriptor pair, not execution speeds.
The detector chosen for our experiments was proposed in 2010 by Xie et al.
and is inspired by Mikolajczyk and Schmid, particularly their use of a multi-scale
4
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Harris operator[23][15]. However, instead of increasing the scale incrementally,
they examined a large set of pictures to determine which scales should be evaluated so that as many features as possible only are discovered in one scale each.
This resulted in nine pre-selected scales and two additional ones around the one
deemed to be closest to the picture’s characteristic scale. After finding features
this way, Xie et al. propose culling weak corners using the Hessian determinant.
As the fundamental operators in this detector are the Harris operator and the
Hessian determinant, it is dubbed the "Harris-Hessian detector". It is important
to note that Xie et al. designed this detector specifically to be implemented on
the GPU, which makes it suitable for this thesis.
In 2005 Rosten et al. proposed a detector based on a different idea. To reach
a low execution time they choose to simply sample points on a circle surrounding
the examined pixel and compare their intensities. If enough differ, the algorithm
is said to have found an interest point. This detector is called Features from
Accelerated Segment Test (FAST)[19].

2.2

Feature Description

Detecting a feature is merely half the work. In order for the information provided
by a detector to be useful, it needs to be described in such a manner that the
same feature in a different image can be compared and confirmed to be matching.
What is typically done is some sort of evaluation of the image around the chosen
keypoint, which is then compiled into a vector (called a descriptor) that can be
compared using a vector norm.
SIFT, SURF, and traditionally many other descriptors use strategies that are
in some form variations of histograms of gradients (HOG). What this means is
that for a keypoint in an image, an area around the point (its size decided by the
scale of the keypoint) is divided into a grid. Each cell of the grid is subdivided
into a smaller grid, and in each sub-cell, a gradient is computed. The orientations
of the gradients are rounded, and a histogram of the gradients’ rotations and orientations is made for each cell. These histogram typically make up the descriptor.
Note that this is a rough explanation of HOG-based descriptors. SURF, while
based on the same principle, uses Haar wavelets instead of gradients to speed up
computation. The resulting descriptors are vectors of a high dimension (usually
at least 128) which can be compared using for example Euclidean distance.
In 2010 Calonder et al. proposed a new type of descriptor called Binary Robust
Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF)[5]. Instead of using HOGs, BRIEF
samples a pair of points at a time around the keypoint, then compares their
respective intensities. The result is a simple one or zero concatenated into a string,
which suggests the categorization "binary descriptor" being coined. Calonder
et al. do not propose a single sampling pattern, rather they consider five different
ones. The resulting descriptor is nevertheless a binary string. The benefits of
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binary descriptors are mainly that they are computationally cheap, as well as
suitable for comparison using Hamming distance[8], which can be implemented
effectively using the XOR operation.
Further work into improving the sampling pattern of a binary descriptor has
been made, most notably Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB)[20], Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK)[12], and Fast Retina Keypoint (FREAK)[1]. The descriptor we choose to implement for the purpose of
this thesis is FREAK, in which machine learning has been employed to find a
sampling pattern that requires potentially fewer comparisons than the previously
proposed binary descriptors. An interesting property of FREAK is that the resulting sampling pattern is similar to saccades, which is what the human eye
does when observing. FREAK also generates an hierarchical descriptor allowing
for early out comparison. As FREAK severely reduces the number of necessary
operations when comparing, it is suitable for a mobile implementation aimed to
generate as little heat as possible.

2.3

OpenCL

OpenCL1 is an open framework for executing programs on heterogeneous computers, its model is well suited for execution of programs on GPUs. It is very
similar to the Nvidia specific CUDA framework. OpenCL consists of a standard
C[11] library for communication between devices and a C99 based language for
writing programs. An OpenCL program is referred to as a kernel. Each kernel
can, similarly to a normal C-function, take arguments of data or pointers.[17]
The standard paradigm of OpenCL programming is to split a program into
smaller tasks, commonly this split is a separation of data and not program meaning that each task runs the same program with the only difference being some or
all of the input. This makes OpenCL suitable for what is called stream processing, a paradigm where a large array of data has its individual elements divided
to different tasks, see Figure 2.1.
It is possible to share memory between tasks, but it complicates programming in that it might require synchronization, primarily on read-after-write or
write-after-write situations, where one task reads the memory that one or more
other tasks might write to first. Such synchronization is usually expensive, not
only because it invokes a dependency making tasks wait for each other, but also
because synchronization units often require extra communication with globally
synchronized memory which can be costly[7].
Tasks are grouped into what is called a work group. A work group is multidimensional unit of tasks. An execution of a kernel is run using one or more work
groups, see Figure 2.2.
1

Offical webpage of the OpenCL standard: https://www.khronos.org.
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Task
src1

src2

dest

1 2 3 4 5

n

Figure 2.1: Visual example of SIMD execution. The rows are linear arrays of
data, each column is executed in a separate task allowing for parallelization.
Tasks
WG
12

WG
WG

4
8
24

Work Group Size
Global Size

Figure 2.2: Work groups are multi-dimensional. In this example each work group
is two-dimensional and consist of 32 tasks each. There are nine work groups in
the image resulting in a total of 288 individual tasks.
In OpenCL there are four types of memory; global, constant, local and private,
see Figure 2.3. Global memory is accessible to all tasks and the host of the
program. Generally global memory resides on the device RAM and is the slowest
to access for a task. Constant memory follows the same rules as global, but is
a read only memory from the perspective of the device. Constant memory is
commonly stored in RAM, but is easier to cache from a hardware perspective
and is therefore likely to have faster access times. Local memory is shared within
a work group and is often stored in a special memory bank tied to units handling
the work groups. Finally, private memory is limited to a single task and is often
stored in a register-like memory.
Programs written in OpenCL C are similar to C programs but differ in some
important aspects. By declaring a function with the keyword kernel it is made
available to call from the host through the OpenCL API, in Listing 2.1 we
demonstrate a simple kernel which calculates an X axis Gaussian blur on a twodimensional image. The first parameter is the filter, which is stored in global
memory, second is the size of the filter, as it varies depending on the sigma, third
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Task
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Figure 2.3: OpenCL memory locality visualized. Global memory is accessible
from all four work groups while local memory is only available within a single
work group and private memory is limited to a single running task.
is input data buffer and fourth is the resulting output buffer. When running the
program each task is assigned a globally unique ID. The globally unique ID maps
to the span of the execution call and the span matches the size of the buffer in
our example. That means that we run a task for each pixel. The ID is requested
using the get_global_id function. To create a frame of reference, if we were to
make this function sequential for execution on a single core machine we would
simply create a 2D loop for the int2 coord value.
kernel void gaussx (
global float * gauss_kernel ,
int kernel_radius ,
global float * input ,
global float * output ,
int width )
{
int2 coord = ( int2 )( get_global_id (0) , get_global_id (1));
hh_float sum = 0;
for ( int i = - kernel_radius ; i <= kernel_radius ; i ++ )
{
sum += gauss_kernel [ i + kernel_radius ]
* input [ min ( width -1 , max ( coord . x +i ,0))+ coord . y * width ];
}
output [ coord . x + coord . y * width ] = sum ;
}

Listing 2.1: Example kernel written in OpenCL C. This kernel describes the
original naïve Gaussian X axis kernel.
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2.4

OpenCL on the Adreno 330

OpenCL is a relatively generic standard and is not limited to graphics card hardware. The standard, however, is designed to accommodate such hardware quite
well.
The different classes of memory in the OpenCL standard allow devices to
perform some memory type specific optimizations that would be impossible otherwise, such as a simplified cache for constant memory.
Global memory is the slowest type of memory on most GPUs, and in the case
of Adreno 330 it is likely to be a difference of an order of magnitude between
global and local memory. We cannot be completely sure this is the case for the
Adreno 330, but it is what is reported for the Nvidia series cards[10]. We consider
it reasonable to act under the assumption that a similar restriction applies to the
Adreno 330.

Global
Constant

Local

SP

SP

SP

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

ALU

SP

Private

Figure 2.4: Memory locality visualization specific to the Adreno 330. Global
memory is accessible from all four shader processors while local memory is only
available within a single shader processor and private memory is limited to a
single running task running on an ALU. The unified L2 cache is used for all types
of memory, but the L1 cache is reserved for texture images.
The Adreno 330 has 4 shader processors (SP) and a total of 128 arithmetic
logic units (ALUs), divided evenly, each SP has 32 ALUs each. Every SP has its
own local memory. Mapping the Adreno to OpenCL, a work group can at most
exist inside of a single SP meaning that the optimal work group size should be
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roughly 32 tasks in most cases, of course this also depends on other factors such
as local memory usage.
Based on documentation[18] it appears that the Adreno 330 does not treat
constant memory differently than normal buffer memory, meaning that they are
both cached in the L2 cache. Image data memory appears to have an extra L1
cache, closer to the SP, see Figure 2.4.

Chapter 3

Research Questions and Method

This thesis concerns implementing and exploring the properties of a feature detector and descriptor on Sony’s Xperia Z3. The agenda is to find a viable combination
of algorithms for real-time use on the hardware.

3.1

Research Questions

1. What are the heat properties of GPU execution on the Xperia Z3?
Insight into how the system’s temperature is affected by execution of
an algorithm is crucial to understand its range of applications. What
we are looking for is an execution configuration that does not cause
the phone to overheat.
To answer this question we run an experiment where we continuously
execute the implemented algorithm while measuring temperature, to
try and force the unit to lower its frequency or shut down. If necessary,
we further explore configurations where the algorithm is executed in
bursts, to explore the cooling properties of the unit.
2. How does the combination of Harris-Hessian and FREAK compare
with FAST/BRISK and ORB?
The Harris-Hessian detector coupled with the FREAK descriptor is
an untried combination. To verify that it is a worthwhile endeavour,
a comparison with existing approaches is called for.
To answer this question we compare the number of matches made with
the different algorithms. We monitor the number of matches made
while increasing the Hamming distance threshold, and we manually
note when false matches start appearing.

11
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Method

We run two experiments, intended to answer one research question each. The
first one concerns the heat properties of the Xperia Z3, and the second concerns
the performance1 of Harris-Hessian and FREAK, compared to contemporary alternatives. We consider the implementation2 of the Harris-Hessian detector as an
additional result, since to our knowledge no source code or implementation has
been made public by the authors. We will also run some execution times tests on
the implementation to give an idea of its application.

3.2.1

Implementation

As Xie et al. provide no implementation details of the Harris-Hessian detector, a
significant portion of this thesis is concerned with this task. We first fashion a
sequential implementation on the CPU, to use as reference and validation when
developing the parallel GPU implementation. While we also implement FREAK
to work in combination with Harris-Hessian. Much of the code for FREAK is
taken directly from Alahi et al.’s original, open source implementation. We will
perform execution time test on the full implementation and the run time on the
Xperia Z3 with a desktop computer running a GTX660 and Intel i5. We will also
provide an analysis of the implementation, detailing the strengths, weaknesses
and future work.

3.2.2

Experiment 1: Heat Generation

For the first experiment, we let the Xperia Z3 execute Harris-Hessian and FREAK
on an image indefinitely, while tracking temperature on the chip and clock frequency of the processing units. Provided that the temperature gets too high, the
phone will clock down or shut down. If we can achieve this, we introduce pauses
in the running of the implementation to reach a level where the system does not
overheat.

3.2.3

Experiment 2: Detector and Descriptor Performance

In the second experiment we use Harris-Hessian/FREAK, ORB, and FAST/BRISK
on a set of images, then perform matching using Hamming distance. We additionally employ a ratio test which evaluates the ratio between the two smallest match
distances and discards any match where it is greater than a given threshold. This
test concludes that if two matches are too similar, they are not unique enough to
be meaningful and as such removes false matches. The proper magnitude of this
1

Note that "performance" in this instance refers to some sort of qualitative measure of the
results of the algorithm, not its execution speed.
2
Source link is available on the cover pages.
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threshold varies with the use case. For our experiment we choose a fixed value of
0.7 with the purpose of minimizing the amount of false matches. In the results
we present a selection of images we feel highlight the different characteristics of
the compared algorithms. We show the amount of matches made as a function
of the distance between the keypoints, and highlight up to the three first false
matches for each algorithm. Additionally we present the total number of matches
made at a distance threshold where a maximum of three false matches has been
discovered.

3.2.4

Test Image

All execution time tests where performed using the image shown in Figure 3.1.
Image content does not affect Harris-Hessian algorithms significantly, but can
have a major impact on the FREAK algorithm. The reason for this is that
different images inherently have a different number of keypoints and the FREAK
implementation scales linearly with the number of descriptors. There are also no
limitations implemented in how many descriptors are encoded, something that
would be very relevant in a final implementation as it does not only effect the
execution time, but storage requirements for the descriptor.

Figure 3.1: Our chosen test image featuring a series of posters, original image has
a resolution of 800x600.

3.2.5

Comparing Descriptors

Description comparison is done on the resulting data. The FREAK data for
two images is naively compared one-to-one using the Hamming distance[8] which
in the case of binary strings - the output of FREAK - can be simplified into
a bit-wise XOR operation and bit counting. The computational complexity of
the naive solution is O(m · n) where m and n is the number of keypoints in each
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respective image, meaning that computational growth is quadratic for equal-sized
and equally complicated images.
When comparing descriptors the best match is evaluated for final utility. It
common to apply a threshold value, setting a minimum distance between keypoints for a valid match. Another common filter, used by for example Alahi et al.,
is to calculate the ratio between distance of the best and second best match, the
value indicates how unique a match is, this ratio is calculated as r = s/b where r is
the ratio, s is the second best match and b is the best. A low ratio indicates that
the keypoints is unique. What threshold to use is very application specific and
varies between cases. It is possible to develop heuristics to dynamically calculate
suitable values but that is out of the scope for this paper.

Chapter 4

Harris-Hessian Detector

The detector consists of two steps: Discovering Harris corners using the Harrisaffine-like detector on nine pre-selected scales as well as two additional scales
surrounding the most populated one, then culling weak points using a measure
derived from the Hessian determinant. What follows is a brief explanation of
the basic mathematical operators used in the algorithm, then an overview of how
they are put together.

4.1

Convolution in Images

Convolution is an essential operation in image processing. In the general case it
is defined as
Z ∞
f (τ )g(t − τ )dτ
(f ∗ g)(t)
−∞

where f and g are functions. Typically, in signal processing one talks about a
signal and a kernel or filter (f and g, respectively, in this case). Usually the filter
is only non-zero for a finite interval. In the discrete case of image processing,
applying a filter to an image boils down to sampling an area around each pixels,
and summing the values multiplied by weights found in the filter. For example,
the filter
( 13 13 13 )
applied to a pixel p(x) where x is its horizontal position in the image will sum a
third of p(x − 1), p(x) and p(x + 1) to a pixel p0 (x) in the output image. This
particular filter will produce a uniform, horizontal blur. A filter can just as easily
be of two dimensions. In the case of the uniform blur, it would result in a box
filter:
1 1 1
9

1
9
1
9

9
1
9
1
9

9
1
9
1
9



and an intuition to its application can be seen in Figure 4.1. The Harris-Hessian
detector features two kinds of kernels that will be explained in the sections that
follow; the Gaussian blur and the derivative filters.
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Figure 4.1: A nine element box filter applied on the value in the middle.

4.2

Gaussian Blur

A Gaussian blur effect is achieved when convolving a signal with the Gaussian
function:
x2
1
G(x) = √
e− 2σ2
2πσ 2
Where x is the distance from the center point of blurring. This filter is a blur
based on weighted sums derived from normal distribution, which will yield a
more accurate representation than a box filter. A very important aspect of the
Gaussian blur is that it is a low-pass filter, meaning the filter removes noise that
could generate artifacts when applying other kernels. The usage of a Gaussian
filter in feature detection is intuitive; given e.g. a grainy image, one wants to
avoid that such "grains" become classified as corners or features.
In two dimensions, the Gaussian filter distributes the weights of surrounding
pixels in a circular pattern - the further away a pixel is from the center of the
blur, the smaller the contribution to the output pixel. By contrast, the box filter
instead assigns equal contribution to every pixel inside a specified rectangle. The
size of the Gaussian’s "sampling circle" depends on the σ factor; the circle’s radius
r = 3σ. This proportionality has a serious implication on the computational cost
of the Gaussian filter for large σ, i.e. heavy blurring.

4.3

Derivative

The derivative operator describes how much a function is changing in a given
point. If one regards an image I as a function of its coordinates x, y, one can
apply a derivative filter to highlight the places where change is high, e.g. edges and
corners. However the derivative is a one-dimensional operation, so one typically
uses two separate filters:


−1
∂
∂
= ( −1 0 1 ),
= 0 
dx
dy
1
which calculate the derivatives in the x and y directions, respectively. As the
derivative is originally a continuous operation examining the direction over an
infinitesimally small ∆, the above kernels are naturally discrete approximations.
To make the approximations more accurate and resistant to noise in the image,
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one typically applies a smoothing filter, such as the Gaussian. As this procedure
is so common, it is named the "Gaussian derivative".

4.4

Harris Corners

Moravec defines a corner in an image to be a point with low self-similarity[16], i.e.
a point whose surrounding points all differ from it. His detector suffers from not
being isotropic (invariant to rotation), which Harris and Stephens proposed to
remedy with their measure of auto-correlation, also called Harris corner response.
The Harris corner response is calculated by examining the summed squared differences between a pixel and its surrounding pixels. In which area the neighbouring
pixels are to be examined is defined by a window function, w(x, y). To produce
isotropic corners, the area of the window needs to be circular. A circular sampling
filter commonly used in image processing is the Gaussian blur. Approximating
sums of squared differences using its Taylor series approximation yields the Harris
matrix:

 2
hIx i hIx Iy i
2
M = σD
hIx Iy i hIy2 i
Where Ii is the partial Gaussian derivative (with σ = σD ) of a pixel in the image
at a given point in the i direction. The angled brackets denote the summation of
all elements within the window function, which in this case is a Gaussian kernel
with σ = σI . Thus, to extract Harris corners at a given scale - window size two Gaussian filters are applied; one during derivation and one during the final
summation, called integration. Typically the σD used in derivation is slightly
smaller than the integration scale σI , to remove noise of relevant magnitude. To
2
.
normalize the values of M with regards to derivation, it is multiplied with σD
This operation introduces a certain robustness to multi-scale corner detection.
The eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 of M are such that if both are large and positive, the
point is a corner. However, since computing eigenvalues includes a square root
operation, Harris and Stephens suggest the more computationally efficient corner
response measure:
R = λ1 λ2 − α(λ1 + λ2 )2 = det(M ) − α · trace2 (M )
where α is a sensitivity factor empirically determined to be around 0.04 − 0.06.
In algorithms using this Harris operator, a threshold T1 is often used such that
the point I(x, y) is an interest point if R(x, y) > T1 . As an additional step, a
pass is performed to remove all points that are not local maxima. This is called
non-max suppression and sets all R values to zero if they have a larger neighbour.
In this way only the strongest corner response for a specific feature is preserved.
A visualization of some of these steps is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: A demonstration of some of the steps in the Harris algorithm. From left to right: Input image, Gaussian blur, derivative along the
y axis, Harris corner response (before non-max suppression). Original image By POV-Ray (Rendered in POV-Ray by user:ed_g2s.) [CC BY-SA 3.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons.

4.5

Hessian Determinant

The Hessian matrix is another operator constructed by the same fundamental
operations as the Harris matrix:


Ixx Ixy
H=
Ixy Iyy
where Iij is the second partial derivative of a pixel in the image I at a given
point in the directions i and j. When used in image processing, just like with
any derivation operation, it is implied that a Gaussian smoothing pass is applied
to reduce noise. As with the Harris matrix, the matrix is usually normalized by
multiplying it with the derivation scale’s σ 2 . The SURF detector among others
uses the determinant of the Hessian matrix to find feature points in images.

4.6

Harris-Hessian

The Harris-Hessian detector was proposed by Xie et al. in 2009 and elaborated
by them in 2010. It is essentially a variation of Mikolajczyk and Schmid’s HarrisAffine detector combined with a use of the Hessian determinant to cull away
"bad" keypoints. As the name suggests, the detector consists of two steps: The
Harris step and the Hessian step.

4.6.1

The Harris Step

The Harris step finds Harris corners at gradually larger σ, then reexamines the
scales around the σ where the largest amount of corners were found. This σ
is said to be the characteristic scale of the image. To reduce the likelihood of
discovering the same corners in multiple scales, Xie et al. empirically evaluate a
large set of images to determine the proper scales to examine. This approach is
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the main contrast to the work of Mikolajczyk and Schmid. After all the scales
have been explored, the resulting corners make up the set S, called scale space.

4.6.2

The Hessian Step

In the Hessian step, the Hessian determinant value for each discovered corner in
S is evaluated in all scales. If the determinant reaches a local maximum at σi
compared to the neighbouring scales σi−1 and σi+1 and is larger than a threshold
T2 , it qualifies as a keypoint of scale σi . Otherwise, it is discarded. The purpose
of the Hessian step is to both reduce false detection and confirm the scales of the
keypoints.

Chapter 5

FREAK Descriptor

5.1

Binary Descriptors

FREAK is a part of a class of descriptors coined "binary", due to the fact that
their information is presented as bit strings. This property is especially useful to
achieve computationally efficient - and simple - comparisons. Given two binary
descriptors produced by the same algorithm, one can use the Hamming distance
to measure how many of their respective bits differ. The resulting value is a
measurement on how similar the described points are, a smaller value indicates a
greater similarity.
To describe a keypoint, a binary descriptor samples areas around it, and
compares their intensities in a pairwise manner. Each bit in the descriptor’s bit
string signifies the comparison of one sampling pair. Each binary descriptor varies
in three aspects: which areas around the keypoint to sample, how to adjust on
the account of rotation, and which areas to use as pairs in the final comparison
step. Generally, the further the sampled area is from the keypoint, the larger it
is, to account for coarseness.

5.2

FREAK

In their paper[1], Alahi et al. suggest an intuitive explanation as to why binary
descriptors work by comparing them to the manner in which the human eye
works. Following this line of reasoning, they propose a circular sampling pattern
of overlapping areas inspired by the human retina. They then - optionally - define
45 pairs using these areas and examines their gradients, to estimate the orientation
of the keypoint. With the new orientation, the pattern is rotated accordingly
and areas are re-sampled. From this point they use machine learning to establish
which pairs of areas result in the highest performance for the descriptor bit string.
Interestingly, the pairs discovered by this process are a coarse-to-fine distribution
similar to what the eye does when looking at a scene, called saccadic search. Using
this motivation, the sampling pairs are sorted into four cascades with 128 pairs
each, starting with coarse (faraway) areas and successively becoming finer and
finer. The number 128 is specified in order to facilitate parallel instructions both
20
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the intensity comparisons, and the Hamming distance operation. This finally
results in a bit-string with 512 elements, which enables the Hamming distance to
be performed in four cascades.

Chapter 6

Implementation

The implementation is written in standard C99 and OpenCL 1.1[17]. Additionally, the project utilizes Python and Bash for surrounding tasks, stbi_image1
and lodepng2 for image decoding/encoding, ieeehalfprecision3 for half-float
encoding, and Android Java to create an application wrapper on the Android
platform. The programs are built to run on most conventional hardware and
operating systems that supports OpenCL 1.1 or newer, but the kernels are focused on parallelized stream processing, with a practical focus on GPUs. The
implementation also has some CPU-centric aspects, primarily in the FREAK
implementation resulting in the need for a modern sequential processor. This
is however not uncommon as all platforms we are aware of are built around a
sequential processor being the host for any streaming processor in a so called
heterogeneous system4 .
The implementation has been developed on Windows 7 and Debian, the solution was initially built for the x86_64 platform to run on a Intel i7 and Nvidia
600 or 800 series graphics card. When the program was done and working it was
ported to the Xperia Z3. The program was compiled, built and installed using
the CLI tools in the Android SDK and NDK toolset.

6.1

Data Representation

The program we have written performs calculations in a so-called raster data
format. Raster is an image format that is encoded in a quantified number of cells
placed in a two dimensional matrix. The color of each cell is encoded as one or
multiple scalar values. All calculations in the implementation maintain the cell
resolution of the original image, meaning that an image consisting of 100 by 100
cells, commonly referred to as pixels, will have a matrix consisting of 100 by 100
values as the output between and after each step in the algorithm. We do however
1

Sean Barret http://nothings.org/
Lode Vandevenne http://lodev.org/lodepng/
3
Developed by James Tursa.
4
Some examples of heterogeneous systems are: modern smartphones, most modern personal
computers and certain embedded systems like the Parallella
2
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convert the image to grey scale as the algorithms do not account for color and it
saves memory.
We choose to represent the scalar cell values in the range of 0.0 to 1.0 as
floating point values, this is a common normalization in image handling and is
suitable as the precision for the IEEE 745 float is optimal in this range. This
might not be relevant for a 32-bit float, but can be significant for a 16-bit float.
The paper by Xie et al.[24] does not specify a value range, but based on thresholds
discussed it is possible they utilize the standard 0-255 from the 4 channel 32 bit
format which is then up-cast to a 32-bit floating point value. The distinction of
the value range is relevant for thresholds and precision but should not affect the
algorithms otherwise.

6.2

Algorithm Overview

The program is built into a number of discrete steps where each step performs
a certain task on the incoming data and creates either an output with the same
size and construction as the input or reduced to a smaller subset of data. The
separation of tasks takes form as individual OpenCL kernels and executions on
the GPU. This separation simplifies debugging but adds a potential overhead. In
many cases there is a potential performance gain in minimizing the number of
calls to the GPU to minimize inter-device communication delays. In the case with
the Xperia Z3 this overhead is expected to be low due to the embedded nature
of the device.
The implementation is split into two large parts, the Harris-Hessian detector
and the FREAK descriptor. The implementation of the Harris-Hessian detector
is focused on GPU execution, similar to the original paper by Xie et al. [24].
The FREAK implementation runs on the host CPU and is heavily based on the
implementation by Alahi et al. which has been published under a BSD license5
Our implementation of the Harris-Hessian is designed by us primarily based
on the paper by Xie et al. and other papers to cross reference fundamental information. Some aspects of the implementation had to be reinvented when we built
the implementation meaning that, while we consider the resulting transformations equivalent, the way it is performed is unlikely to match the original work.
It is also difficult to establish how differently the two implementations perform
as the results are not sufficiently detailed in Xie et al.’s paper.
The goal is a GPU-focused implementation, given that it is efficient to do so.
The assumption is that the GPU has a lower watt-per-FLOP than the CPU when
utility is high, meaning that the possible heat generation is decreased.
To simplify the process of writing the GPU-based implementation we begin
with implementing a complete CPU based Harris-Hessian detector and place it
in the pipeline. Using the CPU implementation we are allowed to verify that the
5

Source can be found at https://github.com/kikohs/freak
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output data from the GPU implementation appears correct. Although this does
not help us to ensure that we follow the original paper, it helps us to verify that we
have not made mistakes that brings us away from our intended implementation.
We consider it less likely that such a mistake occur twice in the same step for two
completely different implementations.
In Figure 6.1 we visually describe the flow of the program. It starts with
setting up buffers based on requested dimensions and loading necessary image
data from long term storage and decoding it into a standard raw raster format.
The image is transferred to the device before execution of Harris-Hessian and
desaturation is performed on on the GPU as a separate step. When desaturating
the image we use a ”natural” desaturation which is supposed to represent the way
a human eye perceives luminosity in different color spectra.
L = 0.21 · R + 0.72 · G + 0.07 · B
Harris-Hessian is first executed for the sigmas 0.7, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24. For
each sigma the number of corners are counted, the sums are transferred to the
CPU which then calculates the characteristic sigma. After the characteristic
sigma σc is found we
√ run the Harris Hessian two more times for the surrounding
σc
√
sigmas 2 and σc · 2.
Host (CPU)

Device (GPU)

Load Data
Gaussian Blur
XY Derivative
Second Moment
3x Gaussian Blur
Time

Harris Response
Get
counts

Harris Suppression

Repeat for
each sigma

XY Derivative
Y Derivative

Calculate
characteristic
scale

Hessian
Corner Count
Add
two
sigmas

Generate Keypoints

FREAK

Figure 6.1: Visual representation of the algorithm. On the left side is the host
CPU with initialization of data, summing of keypoints counts and execution of
FREAK. On the right is the twelve executional kernel calls to perform HarrisHessian for a given scale and finally the keypoint generation kernel call which
gathers the resulting data. Order of execution is from top to bottom.
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After we finish running Harris-Hessian we generate a list of keypoints, containing the sigma and coordinates. The keypoints are then passed to the FREAK
algorithm with the source image. Freak calculates the 512-bit descriptor for each
keypoint which is then finally output into an external file.

6.3

Harris-Hessian

In each execution of the Harris-Hessian algorithm, on a given σ, a total of 16 kernel
executions are queued to run on the GPU. In each kernel, with the exception for
keypoint counting and Gaussian blurring, the kernel reads from one or more
buffers and writes to one or more identically constructed buffers. The kernels are
designed for full data parallel execution, meaning there is no data dependency
between tasks. This makes the kernels trivial and short, mostly consisting of a
couple of reads, some transformation and a write.
Gaussian blurring is a central part of the algorithm which is performed four
times, in two places (see Figure6.2), for every given sigma. The Gaussian blur
kernel reads from an image buffer as well as a smaller buffer that contains the
Gaussian filter. The filters are pre-calculated on the host and transferred to the
GPU before execution. The Gaussian blur consists of two axis aligned blurs, first
along the X axis and then along the Y. This results in a much smaller sampling
pass of width + height per pixel instead of a 2D kernel which would sample
width · height times. This is possible because the Gaussian is a linear function,
making the convolutions equivalent. Mathematically the Gaussian is an analytical
function that converges on zero but for the sake of computational complexity it
requires a cutoff. In our implementation the width of a Gaussian filter is given
by the formula 2 · 3 · σ, plus one if the filter is even to make it uneven, which is a
generally acceptable approximation.
In our second pass of blurring, we blur the results of the second moment kernel.
When blurring the second moment results, xx, xy, and yy we use the normal σ
given for the iteration. For the initial blur performed on the input, desaturated
we use σD which is defined as σD = 0.7 · σ.
The derivation kernel exists in multiple forms, both separated for X and Y
derivation and a combined XY derivation. The combined kernel takes one image
as an input and outputs two derivative images, one for each axis. This lowers
the number of kernel executions without complicating the application noticeably.
This is useful as there are two steps in Harris-Hessian where we want both the X
and Y derivative of a given image, and one where we are only interested in the y
derivative, see Figure 6.2.
The Hessian kernel is a simple kernel that takes three buffers: ddxx, ddxy and
ddyy, it generates a fourth output buffer, hessian det. The algorithm is direct
translation of the theoretical formula. Similarly the Harris corner response kernel
takes three buffers in: xx, xy and yy it then writes to a fourth, harris response,
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Figure 6.2: Data flow in Harris-Hessian. Solid boxes indicate kernel executions
and the dotted boxes are buffers or data. Green boxes are input and orange are
the resulting output for a given sigma. Red boxes are the results sent to the
descriptor. The larger dotted border indicates sigma iteration, anything within
this border is re-performed for each sigma.
it is likewise a simple implementation of the formula.
Our Harris corner suppression kernel suppresses values surrounding a local
maximum. The way this is done is by looking at all surrounding values, one step
away, horizontally, vertically and diagonally for a given assigned position in the
buffer, if any of the values exceed the given value, the given value is set to zero.
The corner count step contains a gather aspect for the total count of found
keypoints, see Figure 6.3. This is achieved through the use of an atomic integer
counter. It is generally more efficient than counting the sum on the CPU because
it significantly lowers the amount of data that has to be transferred from the
GPU to the CPU, although the data transfer overhead may be minimal on an
embedded device such as the Snapdragon 800 due to the nature of on-chip shared
memory. Alternate methods were not attempted as the relative performance of
the counter was insignificant in contrast to the rest of the implementation, more
details about this will follow in Chapter 7.
When running the Hessian kernel we save the resulting determinant buffer
from each iteration of Harris-Hessian execution, this buffer is later used when
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running the generate keypoint kernel. When creating the buffer for the determinants we allocate one large buffer which is then split up using clCreateSubBuffer
for each sigma, by creating sub buffers from the original buffer we are later allowed to use the entire buffer and dereference it from generate keypoints without
using multiple parameters or a second order array of pointers. Because the determinant buffer is created before we have found the characteristic scale space, we
also create an index map buffer so we are allowed to reorder the offsets depending
on where the two extra sigmas are inserted.
While executing the kernel generating keypoints we iterate over all found
points and for each one we iterate over all determinants in the same position.
The determinants are used to find a local response maximum for the keypoint
to decide which sigma or sigmas it belongs to, this is done by comparing the
current value with the previous and next sigma. If we are at a border we assume
a determinant value of 0. When and if a local maximum is found we mask in
a bit into a 16 bit uint buffer with the same dimensions as the image, each bit
is mapped to each sigma in sequential order. This prevents any need for data
synchronization at the cost of more memory, the amount of memory used is
relatively small compared to the image buffers, so it is not considered an issue.
src

dest

Figure 6.3: Standard gather algorithm. Data is incremented atomically at the
target memory location which prevents data races but adds extra synchronization
between tasks.
In the following sections we focus our optimization efforts on the Gaussian
kernels. Our motivation for this is that it is by far the most expensive step in the
algorithm, see Section 7.1.

6.3.1

Prefetching

After preliminary measurements of the program it became clear that the majority
of GPU execution was spent on the Gaussian blur kernels. This is not unexpected
considering a σ of 20 results in a filter which is 121 elements wide, meaning 121 · 2
global memory accesses per task which is significant in comparison to all other
kernels who have much fewer global memory accesses per task.
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To increase the speed of the Gaussian kernel we employ prefetching. Prefetching is preloading the global memory into local work group shared memory. For a
work group which is 8 by 4 tasks, running the x axis Gaussian kernel we perform
a global to local memory fetch that is (60 + 8 + 60) · 4 elements large and then
access the shared local memory from each task.

WG

Figure 6.4: The memory access of an individual task compared to the entire work
group on a two dimensional image. By utilizing local memory it is possible to
remove overlapping global memory accesses.
Expected speedup can be estimated using Compute per Global Memory Access
(CGMA) ratios which we discuss in Section 8.1. Results from prefetching is
available in Section 7.1.2.

6.3.2

Work Group Size

Work group size selections has an effect on performance. This is a result of
SP utilization, memory sharing characteristics, synchronization and scheduling
overhead. Because of the complexities involved, the only way to ensure an optimal
choice of work group size for a given platform is by testing and measuring the
impact.[18]
The easiest way to measure this impact is by choosing a set of work group
sizes that are expected to perform well based on documentation and limitations
and then run the application for all sizes and measuring the resulting execution
time. Results from our studies of the Gaussian kernel is available in Section 7.1.2

6.4

FREAK

FREAK was only implemented and tested on the CPU. While a GPU implementation could potentially prove useful for certain use cases, it is outside the scope
of this thesis. This is discussed further in Chapter 8.
Since it is sequential, the implementation of FREAK is straight-forward and
very close to the original provided by Alahi et al.. The main difference is that
our implementation does not utilize Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)
instructions, and we do not offer the choice of taking rotational or scale invariance
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into account - it is always done. Further, Alahi et al. provide the algorithm with
which the sampling pattern was learned as an alternative to the one generated
and hard-coded by them. This functionality was deemed unnecessary for the
purpose of the thesis.
In the paper for FREAK the author specifies that the algorithm requires a
Gaussian filter. In practice, however, the implementation utilizes a computationally simpler box filter. This is not an uncommon replacement in the field of
Computer Vision as the function is considered sufficiently similar for Gaussians
of low sigmas, since a box filter can easily be fashioned in constant time.
For a more detailed description of the FREAK implementation we refer you
to their paper[1]. Their source code is released under the BSD 3-clause license.

Chapter 7

Experimental Results

7.1

Program Execution Times

When measuring the data for experimental results we choose to present the median rather than the average for execution speeds. The reason for this is that
the OpenCL implementation on the Xperia Z3 occasionally reports either extremely small or extremely large values1 skewing the measurements. The data is
sourced from ten iterations. Ten was chosen because it covers the span of run
time variations.
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Figure 7.1: Execution times on Xperia Z3 for individual kernels and on FREAK,
named ”build descriptor”, values are from the median of 10 runs.
Running the final program using the test image in Figure 3.1 on an Xperia Z3
we have an execution time of roughly 6 seconds2 . Out of these 6 seconds roughly
5 seconds are spent on the Gaussian blur passes, see Figure 7.1. Measured time
1

Near what appears to be zero or LONG_MAX.
This value can be lowered to 5.5 by adjusting work group sizes, but we elected to set it at
a value that works on both platforms
2
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Figure 7.2: Execution times on a PC with an Intel i5 and GTX 660 for individual
kernels and on FREAK, named ”build descriptor”, values are from the median of
10 runs.
spent inside of kernels for Harris-Hessian is measured to 5477ms in a given run
and 5705ms is reportedly spent from the start of the first kernel to the end of
the last. Execution of FREAK takes roughly 228ms, the reported number of
keypoints processed is 24357, same for all tests as it is deterministically the same
number for the same image. It is to be noted that the execution time of the
program did not increase or decrease significantly during the entire span of the
experiment.
In contrast, the same application running on a conventional PC with and Intel
i5 and GTX660 the average execution time for the application is 252ms, including
image decoding from a jpeg, and 161ms for running Harris-Hessian where 150ms
is spent inside of kernels. For the given image FREAK takes 60ms. This means
that the application is running at roughly 4-5 frames per second depending on
use-case making it near real-time.
For detailed output from a run on the Xperia Z3 see the Appendix.

7.1.1

Prefetching Effects

Prefetching of image memory in the Gaussian kernels has a significant effect on
performance on all σ’s above 2 as seen in Figure 7.3. The execution time is cut
down from roughly seven to five seconds for a 800x600 raster image on the Xperia
Z3. Similar performance boosts should be possible in the derivation and Hessian
kernels as they have similar sharing dynamics, albeit to a lesser degree as the
sampling patterns are smaller.
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Figure 7.3: Graph detailing the performance of prefetching and direct global
access in Gaussian blur kernels. The data is obtained by running the program
10 times and then taking the median value of each sigma, using the average is
similar with some stronger variations due to occasional errors in the OpenCL
device timers which resulted in values being reported as near zero.

7.1.2

Workgroup Size Results

In Figure 7.4 we present the resulting data from some possible work group dimensional construction. Generally the Gaussian X axis kernels appear to gain
most from the widest kernels which favor efficient prefetching over branching in
the edge cases, see Figure 6.4. Same thing applies to the Gaussian Y axis kernel,
where a tall work group performs better than a wide one.
This means that prefetching efficiency yet again seems to have a higher impact
than any other aspect, including coalesced memory access[10], which is unexpected and counter to our personal experience with conventional GPU hardware.
This further suggests that memory access does not coalesce between tasks, meaning that memory coalescence is barely existent. If we were to utilize a wider
memory bus when fetching memory from global to local memory in a single task,
as detailed in Section 8.2.2, it is expected that a wider work group size will have
a superior performance in the case with the Gaussian Y axis kernel.
Even though measurements strongly indicate that 1x32 is best for the Gaussian Y kernel, all other tests are run using 4x8. It allows the program to be
run on a conventional PC graphics cards for comparison. This is why there is a
noticeable difference in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.1 on the Gaussian Y axis kernel.
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Figure 7.4: Graphs detailing the different run times for Gaussian blur on the
Xperia Z3 for different work group sizes. Values are averaged from 10 runs for
each work group size. Outlier extreme values were removed before average as
they skewed the results.

7.2

Temperature

When running the temperature tests the phone was placed on a table, standing up
with the back leaning towards a surface touching a small part of the phone. The
intention was to give the back some open space, simulating the phone being held
by two hands when taking a picture. The room held a normal room temperature
of around 20 degrees Celsius.
Running the program at full capacity, it appears that the Xperia Z3 does not
have any issues with heat when running the Harris-Hessian/FREAK application
and no other major programs running in parallel. In Figure 7.5 we see averaged
data from the available sensors on the phone. The program starts on an Xperia
Z3 that has remained idle for a significant amount of time, resting at around 38
degrees Celsius. After running the program for roughly 60 minutes it appears to
have found a resting temperature variation zone around 50 degrees for the GPU
sensor that indicates the higher temperature. Finally, the measured execution
time remains the same throughout the entire run, with some minor variations
which have no correlative relationship to the temperature.
We have been informed that the 50 degree region is when the phone is set to
mitigate temperature by selectively lowering the clock or temporarily disabling
devices. The data, however, does not indicate that this is in fact happening, as
the frequency patterns and execution times are largely unchanged for the duration
of the program. The GPU frequency drops that are apparent could be assigned
to the switch from Harris-Hessian to FREAK execution. The apparent peaks in
temperature align with execution of FREAK which increases the CPU load. This
peak does reach values over 50 degrees which might make the mitigation kick in,
but if that is the case, the unchanging execution time tells us that it is happening
for all runs.
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Figure 7.5: Graphs describing the heat over the duration of 3500 seconds, from
start of idle phone. The two smaller graphs show a detailed view of the beginning
and end of the program to give a clear contrast.
When correlating Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 we can see that only 2 cores appear
active, based on readings of the CPU frequencies and the GPU hits and holds
maximum frequency for the majority of the programs execution, only running at
a lowered frequency when the program is running the FREAK algorithm, which
is exclusively on the CPU.
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Figure 7.6: Graphs describing the CPUs frequency through the duration of the
heat stress test. The two smaller graphs show the beginning and end of the test,
to contrast that the value variations appear unchanged. In the graphs we see that
CPU 1 and CPU 4 both are active while CPU 2 and 3 appear inactive.
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Figure 7.7: Graphs describing the GPU activity through the duration of the heat
stress test. The two smaller graphs show detailed information in the beginning
and end of the test. The graphs indicate that the GPU is active with occasional
dips and there appears to be no variation between beginning and end of the test.
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Performance

We present our performance data as follows. For each pair of compared images,
the results of the respective algorithms are displayed. Along with visualizations
of the matches, we present a graph showing the total number of matches as a
function of the permitted Hamming distance between matching keypoints. Additionally, we show the number of matches made by the algorithms at the distance
threshold where they discover up to three false matches. The images we present
are chosen from a larger set of data because we find they highlight differing characteristics between the different approaches.
Figure 7.8 presents an example of near-duplicate images. Harris-Hessian/FREAK
clearly outperforms both FAST/BRISK and ORB. An interesting attribute compared specifically to ORB, apart from a higher number of matches, is which keypoints are being matched. ORB mainly matches points that are far away from
the camera - and subsequently at a low scale - whereas Harris-Hessian/FREAK
matches points more evenly distributed in the images. One explanation for this
could be that the Harris-Hessian detector discovers a wider range of keypoints
compared to the FAST-based detectors.
In Figure 7.9 the algorithms try to match a reference image of an object
with the same object in a larger scene. The image introduces a slight scale and
viewpoint change, both of which are factors that introduce difficulties in matching.
While ORB and Harris-Hessian/FREAK are comparable, a notable difference is
that Harris-Hessian/FREAK produced no false matches at all. FAST/BRISK
detects only a single matching keypoint.
In Figure 7.10 we introduce a more drastic viewpoint change, which results
in no correct matches for either configuration. This is to be expected, since all
detectors and descriptors are limited to interpreting a two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional environment. As the perspective shifts, features
become more and more warped.
Figure 7.11 details a matching with a rotated image. The rotation invariance
of ORB is clearly demonstrated, while FAST/BRISK and Harris-Hessian/FREAK
struggle to produce matches at all. Where FREAK uses a similar strategy to
BRISK for rotation compensation, ORB has a fundamentally different approach
involving machine learning. In all our tests ORB has been significantly more
robust with regards to rotation.
Finally in Figure 7.12 the algorithms face a significant scale difference coupled
with a slight viewpoint change. The features in this image consist predominantly
of text. Again ORB shows the highest values, while Harris-Hessian/FREAK has a
lower performance by a factor 5, and FAST/BRISK a factor 10. While intuitively
one might expect ORB to suffer with scale change, a possible explanation could be
that all the features in the image are of the same scale. Harris-Hessian/FREAK
seems stronger when there are features of many different scales in the same image.
Another explanation could be that the scale difference is not large enough.
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Figure 7.8: Near-duplicate images of buildings. The distribution of points indicate
that Harris-Hessian/FREAK is more scale invariant than its competitors.
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Figure 7.9: Reference comparison of a logotype with a slight viewpoint change.
With no rotation, ORB and Harris-Hessian/FREAK perform similarly.
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Figure 7.10: Reference comparison of a logotype with a more drastic viewpoint
change. This results in none of the algorithms being able to find matches.
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Figure 7.11: Reference comparison of a logotype with rotation. Apparently ORB’s
rotational invariance performs much better in this case, as neither of its competitors manage to find matches.
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Figure 7.12: Reference comparison of a poster with scale change. While ORB is
not guaranteed to handle scale change very well, it is still the strongest alternative
here, by far.

Chapter 8

Discussion

8.1

ALU Memory Ratios and Caching

Hwu[10] mentions the term Compute to Global Memory Access (CGMA) which
is defined as "the number of floating- point calculations performed for each access
to the global memory within a region of a CUDA program"1 . It is a tool to get a
rough estimate of how well a given program will utilize the hardware, given the
ALU and global memory throughput. As a frame of reference Hwu mention that
the Nvidia G80 has a memory bandwidth of 21.6 Gigafloats/s and a peak compute
capability at 367 Gigaflops, which results in a peak utilization ratio of 367/21.6 =
16.99. Therefore a kernel with a CGMA ratio of 20 would be ALU bound and
a ratio 10 would be memory bound. We do not have the specifications for the
Adreno 330 as the numbers are not public, but we work under the assumption
that a ratio going to at least 10 will be a positive change as this is the case for
the majority of similar devices that we are familiar with.
For the naïve reference Gaussian kernel in Listing2.1 the CGMA is roughly 1.0
for all sigmas, meaning that there are two memory fetches for each multiplication
and addition, see Listing 2.1. In the prefetch optimized version we lower the
global memory utilization meaning that the CGMA increases. The CGMA ratio
will also differ depending on the sigma as the size of the filter is changed.
In the case with a σ = 24, the maximum value, we have a filter width of
24 · 3 · 2 + 1 = 145 elements. Assuming we have a work group size that is 8
wide and 4 values high we will have a total of (145 − 1 + 8) · 4 = 608 floating
point elements loaded from global memory into shared local memory. We do
not cache the filter in local memory, so it results in (4 · 8) · 145 = 4640 global
memory fetches to a total of 5248 memory fetches. On this memory we perform
(4 · 8) · 145 · 2 = 9280 arithmetic operations. This results in a CGMA ratio of
9280/5248 = 1.76. In contrast when σ = 0.7 it would result in a CGMA ratio of
((4 · 8) · 5 · 2)/((5 − 1 + 8) · 4 + (4 · 8) · 5) = 320/208 = 1.53.
Attempts were made to load the Gaussian filter into local memory, lowering
the number of global memory fetches. This change however did not have any
effect on the performance of the kernel. This result brings us to the conclusion
1

CUDA is an Nvidia specific competitor to OpenCL with very similar concepts.
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that the Gaussian filter memory is being cached in the unified L2 cache, see
Figure 2.4. Marking the filter as constant memory did nothing to change the
performance of the kernel, further indicating that both global read/write memory
and constant memory are cached in a very similar manner. The official OpenCL
Adreno documentation hints that the compiler might decide to place constant
memory in hardware memory under certain circumstances[18]. We think it might
be possible to coerce the compiler to do this for certain if not most kernel filters by
compiling the kernels indivdually with the filter inserted into the OpenCL source
header. A potential problem is that the filter is too large to fit into memory. We
are unaware of the size of this internal constant memory.
Adjusting the CGMA calculations for global memory caching of the Gaussian
kernel we could assume that the global memory fetch reaches roughly the number
of Gaussian filter elements, or less, depending on cache thrashing. The ratios
becomes 9280/753 = 12.32 for σ = 24 and 320/53 = 6.03 for σ = 0.7, which
is substantially higher, meaning a better utilization our assumed ALU capacity.
We assume that the ALU utilization did in fact increase as the performance was
notably better when running with the optimization.

8.2

Possible Optimizations

Our implementations run time can be improved in multiple ways, as hinted by
our description of the implementation. By optimizing our implementation we
believe it to be possible to reduce the execution time by roughly a fourth, using
a pessimistic estimate. Following are some of our thoughts regarding possible
improvements.

8.2.1

Using Texture Samplers

A possible optimization is to switch from normal OpenCL buffers to image objects. The Adreno OpenCL documentation[18] states that image objects are
cached in the L1 cache, meaning shorter latencies for frequently accessed memory. Normal OpenCL buffers, on the other hand, are indicated to at best be
cached in the L2 cache, meaning longer latencies. Although the difference is not
specified, it is not unusual if the L2 is somewhere near an order of magnitude
slower.
The L1 cache is smaller than the L2, however, making locality in the program a bigger issue. How big of an issue is unclear, but it is worth exploring
further. By utilizing image buffers and samplers it is also possible to simplify
image edge sampling, currently image edge sampling is handled using a min/max combination keeping the sampling within the borders of the image. A worst
case possibility is that the min/max solution results in branches creating stalls
in diverging work groups. The sampler can be expected to perform better due to
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hardware optimizations as this is a common case in texture sampling.
We initially chose not to use image textures to simplify the program and
overview of the flow. Textures also require to be set as either read or write,
meaning we would have to switch the mode, recreate the buffers or copy data.
The cost and complexity of this switching, however, is unclear. Therefore, another
reason we elected to use standard buffers is due to their simultaneous read and
write capabilities.
We strongly suggest that any future projects on the Adreno family, for similar
algorithms, should make early attempts at measuring and comparing the different
performance capabilities of the two memory types and consider using images.
Another big reason why we chose buffers over textures comes from assumptions
made after experience working with desktop graphics cards, where the utilization
of buffers simplifies problems by having less issues in specific driver implementations and hardware setup, so there was a personal bias which was not challenged
when starting the project.

8.2.2

Half Floats

The Snapdragon 800 and Adreno 330 GPU supports the OpenCL extension
cl_khr_fp16 allowing for 16 bit IEEE 754 floating points values, also known as
half floats. Because a half float is represented by 16 bits and a standard float is
32, changing the representation from 32 bit to 16 bit will result in a lower memory
footprint and memory bus utility at the cost of significantly lower precision.[18]
The Adreno 330 also has hardware ALU support for half floats meaning that
there should be no additional cost to perform arithmetic operations on the value,
in fact it is possible there is an increased capacity depending on the implementation. We do not know if this is the case as the documentation we have access
to does no specify these details, nor does it appear that our algorithm is ALU
bound, meaning the effect would be nonexistent as we assume ourselves to be
memory bound.
In implementing and running with 16-bit floating point values we notice no
performance gain. We theorize that this is because the memory bus is task-locked,
meaning that one task per SP is allowed to fetch memory at a time. Additionally,
we have been informed that the size of the memory bus to the SPs is 128 bit,
and if our assumptions are correct, that means that we only end up using 16
bits of the 128 bit memory fetch cycle instead of 32 bits, resulting in no memory
performance impact. To solve this issue one could reschedule the prefetching so
that we load 8 values from each task, meaning we use the entire 128 bits and get
a heavily increased utilization of the memory bus.
This could potentially result in a significant performance boost of up to 8
times, assuming that our kernel continues to be memory bound. Additionally it
might be interesting to apply the task specific memory fix to all other kernels.
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Combining it with prefetching, it might be possible to save time in less significant
kernels as well.

8.2.3

Gaussian Blur

The greatest bottleneck in the Harris-Hessian on the Xperia Z3 is the Gaussian
blur, filling roughly 80% of execution time, see Figure 7.1. We have a couple of
ideas on how to optimize this kernel. First, the initial step of blur is performed on
the source image, see Figure 6.2. Because the Gaussian function is a linear transform it is possible to replace a blur using a large sigma with multiple blurs from
a series of smaller sigmas. The current implementation already has an increasion
sequence of blurs, by reusing the image from the previous iteration and blurring
the image with a delta sigma, bridging the gap between the intended sigmas, we
can achieve the same result using smaller filters. This would significantly lower
the memory bandwidth used for the first blurring step, lowering the execution
time. Sadly this solution is not possible for the three later blurs, making it an
optimization only effecting roughly2 1/4th of Gaussian blurring.
Another option is to look into alternate algorithms for performing Gaussian
blurs that might be more efficient. As the Gaussian filter is a common operation
in the realm of computer vision, there are many approaches at optimizing it. For
the purpose of a GPU implementation where the size of the kernel is a bottleneck,
a recursive implementation such as the one suggested by Deriche[6] could prove
efficient, since it would make the executional complexity invariant to the size of
the kernel.
The heaviest and most expensive solution to this problem would be to develop
extra hardware support for blurring images in memory. This is however expensive
and largely out of scope for any application-level developer.

8.3

The Use of GPUs on Embedded Platforms

Utilizing the GPU for general calculations has become increasingly popular in
recent years. The performance increase it can deliver for certain tasks is significant
enough of a payout to warrant a rewrite of certain systems. This seems to hold
true even for embedded systems, and we expect it to become even more interesting
as embedded systems start to rival the performance of desktop GPUs.
An additional aspect we have noticed is that it appears the embedded GPU
can practically deliver a greater energy efficiency for certain algorithms. This is
relevant for mobile devices today which tend to suffer from limited battery times.
This trend to create specialized computing devices for certain types of problems
is even further indicated by the fact that the phone has a DSP which can deliver
2

We say roughly as the initial blur step actually utilize a smaller sigma, resulting in a smaller
filter.
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a surprising level of energy efficient calculations for common background tasks
which have historically been a big drain on power (such as decoding audio).

8.3.1

OpenCL on Android

Using OpenCL for general applications intended for release on Android does not
seem like a safe choice today, since at this moment Android does not officially
support OpenCL, and therefore it is up to each individual vendor to deliver any
such capabilities with their devices. The only alternative we are currently aware
of for the Android platform is Google’s RenderScript language. The reason why
OpenCL might still be more interesting is that OpenCL is supported by other
OSs while RenderScript still seems limited to the Android arena.
If one were to create an OpenCL application for market use spanning more
than one specific device we recommend using dynamic loading of the OpenCL
related subroutines using dlsym. It gives the application a bigger space to notice
to any missing capabilities to reactively disable any corresponding features, use
a CPU driven fallback or cleanly inform the user. The built in error handling for
missing libraries is not user friendly and will make it appear as if the program is
faulty.

8.3.2

Screen Lag

When running heavy load on the GPU we noticed that it greatly affected the
rendering performance of the phone. One way to mitigate this might be to split up
execution into smaller kernels that execute in times short enough to not noticeable
affect the frame rate3 , or kernels that can be run in small steps and resumed.
Another solution might be an improved GPU scheduler which prioritize rendering
higher than any user space calculation through preemptive scheduling. Sadly we
suspect current hardware might be too primitive to cleanly handle this, and we
have been informed that no preemption exists in the current generation.
As it stands, long running OpenCL kernel negatively affect the user experience. This must be taken into account when working with GPU accelerated
applications.

8.3.3

Working in OpenCL

The toolset for working with OpenCL on the Snapdragon 800 is somewhat limited. We deem Qualcomm too secretive of their devices’ finer details for it to
be comfortable for a general application developer to get a full understanding of
their own kernels execution and performance.
3

Assuming we have a frame rate of 60fps, frames need to be rendered within 16ms. If the
screen rendering takes 6ms, that leaves our application to use 10ms and still have the phone
render at 60fps.
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The debugging tools given through the OpenCL API are very helpful for
profiling, although sometimes faulty. Qualcomm also have debugging tools for
assisting in development of OpenCL applications, but we have not tested them
and thus we cannot give any personal insight to their utility.
OpenCL and GPU programming in general can be a rather work-intensive
task and it will on average be more difficult to do something through OpenCL
rather than directly compiling to an OS application. The developer needs to
have sufficient domain competence to be able to deliver something stable and
efficient and the application must have a big enough need for performance or
energy efficiency before it should be considered. Algorithm type must also be
considered before implementation as certain types do poorly in low granularity
threading environments.
The vast variations of current and future platforms is another aspect to take
into account when it comes to handling the complexity of GPU programs. A
program that runs well and fast today might not run well or at all on a later
generations due to changed memory utilization or work group construction, which
creates a bigger need for maintenance.

Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

9.1

Heat Generation Properties

The heat generation properties of the algorithm does not seems to a problem for
our implementation, and in fact it further appears that this will be the case for
any application that elects to focus the grunt of its work onto the GPU. There
are however some hints at possible mitigation occurring, based on information
received from Sony, see Section 7.2.
To verify the potential effect of mitigation it would be interesting to run our
tests in colder and hotter environments to see how that affects the heat and frequency curves. If they hold stable for a much colder environment it implies that
the phone is not undergoing mitigation. By pushing the phone to higher temperatures it might be possible to observe how mitigation interacts with execution
times and frequency settings. Another way to verify the values is by forcing the
phone into performance mode according to Qualcomm’s documentation[18], and
seeing how it affects results.

9.2

Matching performance

It is important to note that the measurements used in these experiments only
describe the performance of these algorithms at near-perfect accuracy. From
this a cursory intuition about how they compare can be given, however nothing
can be gleaned about their overall accuracy. The purpose of these experiments,
accordingly, is only to provide an initial justification for the combination of the
Harris-Hessian detector and FREAK descriptor. Another limitation is the data
set, which does not have the variety of standard data sets used in more thorough
evaluations such as [14].
The results imply that Harris-Hessian/FREAK excels at matching near-duplicate
images. This is to be expected, since Xie et al. had these kinds of cases in mind
when developing their detector.
Furthermore, FREAK seems significantly more sensitive to rotation than
ORB. This is a potentially significant discovery, since Alahi et al. do not compare FREAK to ORB. While other evaluations of binary descriptors have been
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made[3], they do not directly address the descriptors’ rotational invariance. The
results presented here suggest that such an investigation can prove significant.
However, these results only offer an indication, since the images with rotation all
include features that are comprised of text. To further strengthen the validity of
such claims, one would need a much more rigorous experiment method such as
the ones used in [14] and [3].
In summation, our initial observations suggest that Harris-Hessian combined
with FREAK is a worthwhile endeavour from a performance point of view. While
there are some types of images that ORB matches significantly better, the performance seems, in general, to be comparable to contemporary approaches.

9.3

Practical Viability of Implementation

Our current implementations runtime of roughly 6 seconds limits its viability for
practical use in any applications. The added problems related to screen lag makes
the problem even bigger as the current form it would be expected to mainly run as
a background task, which is poorly performed if it makes the interaction degrade
significantly.
For the application to have any real world utility we suspect the run time
needs to be lowered below one second. At this level it would be possible to
perform foreground tasks on pictures that have been taken, matching keypoints
and finding objects in the image. This level of runtime performance could be
possible on current hardware if we allow some modifications to the algorithms
used and consider all optimizations discussed in Section 8.2
If it were possible to bring the implementation runtime to below 100ms we
could consider real time applications where we perform searches in the image
while the person is utilizing the viewfinder. For performances in this region we
would probably defer expectations to future generations of embedded GPUs.
The current implementation does, however, hold some potential for real time
performance if run on desktop hardware. Here it would be possible to get the
performance high enough to allow for large batch jobs running at high frame rates,
making it useful for other areas. One related example is off site farm calculations
of images sent to and from mobile users.
Harris-Hessian/FREAK appears to give acceptable performance in situations
where there might be extreme change in scale and minimal change in rotation.
For use in mobile applications to end users it might be interesting to have rotation invariance, as such behaviour might be expected by users. If such is the case
ORB could prove a better candidate from a functional standpoints. What the
relative execution time would be is however unknown to us and a study of its implementation and execution on embedded platforms would have to be performed
first.
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Listing A.1: Performance output data for a run on the Xperia Z3 with the 800x600
test image. The EVENT prefix indicates a stored event matching a kernel enqueue.
SEGMENT is a measurement from the closest first event to the closest last when
the SEGMENT with the same name is entered again. SUMEVENT are the summarized
measurements for matching kernel names. The MT_START and MT_END markers
set a start and end for CPU time measurements.
MT_START
program_walltime :
MARKER
full_pass :
EVENT
kernel_desaturate :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
smme_kernel :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
har ri s_c or ner _re sp ons e :
EVENT
h ar r i s _ c o r n e r _s u p p r e s s i o n :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
hessian :
EVENT
harris_count :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
smme_kernel :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
har ri s_c or ner _re sp ons e :
EVENT
h ar r i s _ c o r n e r _s u p p r e s s i o n :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
hessian :

0
0.788000 ms ""
117.320000 ms " sigma : 0.490000"
0.071000 ms " sigma : 0.490000"
0.011000 ms ""
0.007000 ms ""
0.004000 ms " sigma : 0.700000"
0.049000 ms " sigma : 0.700000"
0.005000 ms " sigma : 0.700000"
0.034000 ms " sigma : 0.700000"
2.540000 ms " sigma : 0.700000"
51.521000 ms " sigma : 0.700000"
0.015000 ms ""
0.011000 ms ""
0.006000 ms ""
0.010000 ms ""
0.014000 ms ""
0.014000 ms ""
16.569000 ms " sigma : 1.400000"
164.448000 ms " sigma : 1.400000"
0.019000 ms ""
0.006000 ms ""
0.006000 ms " sigma : 2.000000"
0.052000 ms " sigma : 2.000000"
0.006000 ms " sigma : 2.000000"
0.032000 ms " sigma : 2.000000"
0.005000 ms " sigma : 2.000000"
0.032000 ms " sigma : 2.000000"
3.823000 ms ""
6.787000 ms ""
4.573000 ms ""
2.865000 ms ""
6.138000 ms ""
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EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT

harris_count :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_derivate :
smme_kernel :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
har ri s_c or ner _re sp ons e :
h ar r i s _ c o r n e r _s u p p r e s s i o n :
kernel_derivate :
kernel_derivate :
hessian :
harris_count :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_derivate :
smme_kernel :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
har ri s_c or ner _re sp ons e :
h ar r i s _ c o r n e r _s u p p r e s s i o n :
kernel_derivate :
kernel_derivate :
hessian :
harris_count :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_derivate :
smme_kernel :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
har ri s_c or ner _re sp ons e :
h ar r i s _ c o r n e r _s u p p r e s s i o n :
kernel_derivate :
kernel_derivate :
hessian :
harris_count :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_derivate :
smme_kernel :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :

2.021000 ms ""
0.011000 ms " sigma : 2.800000"
29.057000 ms " sigma : 2.800000"
4.127000 ms ""
3.478000 ms ""
28.386000 ms " sigma : 4.000000"
40.590000 ms " sigma : 4.000000"
27.324000 ms " sigma : 4.000000"
40.625000 ms " sigma : 4.000000"
28.149000 ms " sigma : 4.000000"
40.756000 ms " sigma : 4.000000"
3.922000 ms ""
9.691000 ms ""
3.822000 ms ""
3.058000 ms ""
7.363000 ms ""
0.038000 ms ""
22.862000 ms " sigma : 4.200000"
40.545000 ms " sigma : 4.200000"
3.910000 ms ""
3.792000 ms ""
37.960000 ms " sigma : 6.000000"
57.470000 ms " sigma : 6.000000"
37.190000 ms " sigma : 6.000000"
57.361000 ms " sigma : 6.000000"
38.371000 ms " sigma : 6.000000"
57.336000 ms " sigma : 6.000000"
3.910000 ms ""
6.706000 ms ""
3.732000 ms ""
2.928000 ms ""
5.966000 ms ""
2.514000 ms ""
38.115000 ms " sigma : 5.600000"
51.991000 ms " sigma : 5.600000"
4.248000 ms ""
3.473000 ms ""
46.492000 ms " sigma : 8.000000"
73.361000 ms " sigma : 8.000000"
47.334000 ms " sigma : 8.000000"
73.139000 ms " sigma : 8.000000"
46.166000 ms " sigma : 8.000000"
73.293000 ms " sigma : 8.000000"
3.899000 ms ""
6.734000 ms ""
4.497000 ms ""
2.873000 ms ""
6.248000 ms ""
1.910000 ms ""
43.750000 ms " sigma : 8.400000"
76.470000 ms " sigma : 8.400000"
4.241000 ms ""
3.591000 ms ""
70.689000 ms " sigma : 12.000000"
105.986000 ms " sigma : 12.000000"
70.001000 ms " sigma : 12.000000"
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EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT

kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
har ri s_c or ner _re sp ons e :
h ar r i s _ c o r n e r _s u p p r e s s i o n :
kernel_derivate :
kernel_derivate :
hessian :
harris_count :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_derivate :
smme_kernel :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
har ri s_c or ner _re sp ons e :
h ar r i s _ c o r n e r _s u p p r e s s i o n :
kernel_derivate :
kernel_derivate :
hessian :
harris_count :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_derivate :
smme_kernel :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
har ri s_c or ner _re sp ons e :
h ar r i s _ c o r n e r _s u p p r e s s i o n :
kernel_derivate :
kernel_derivate :
hessian :
harris_count :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_derivate :
smme_kernel :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
kernel_gaussx :
kernel_gaussy :
har ri s_c or ner _re sp ons e :
h ar r i s _ c o r n e r _s u p p r e s s i o n :
kernel_derivate :
kernel_derivate :
hessian :

105.918000 ms " sigma : 12.000000"
70.396000 ms " sigma : 12.000000"
105.645000 ms " sigma : 12.000000"
3.886000 ms ""
6.713000 ms ""
4.494000 ms ""
2.835000 ms ""
6.058000 ms ""
1.887000 ms ""
58.567000 ms " sigma : 11.200000"
98.304000 ms " sigma : 11.200000"
4.214000 ms ""
3.549000 ms ""
87.365000 ms " sigma : 16.000000"
139.809000 ms " sigma : 16.000000"
87.967000 ms " sigma : 16.000000"
139.484000 ms " sigma : 16.000000"
88.012000 ms " sigma : 16.000000"
139.463000 ms " sigma : 16.000000"
4.063000 ms ""
7.458000 ms ""
4.508000 ms ""
2.814000 ms ""
5.985000 ms ""
0.880000 ms ""
75.352000 ms " sigma : 14.000000"
123.742000 ms " sigma : 14.000000"
4.221000 ms ""
3.590000 ms ""
109.197000 ms " sigma : 20.000000"
172.781000 ms " sigma : 20.000000"
107.157000 ms " sigma : 20.000000"
172.899000 ms " sigma : 20.000000"
106.672000 ms " sigma : 20.000000"
172.537000 ms " sigma : 20.000000"
3.822000 ms ""
6.739000 ms ""
4.066000 ms ""
2.886000 ms ""
12.184000 ms ""
2.323000 ms ""
0.116000 ms " sigma : 16.799999"
145.393000 ms " sigma : 16.799999"
4.271000 ms ""
3.553000 ms ""
128.103000 ms " sigma : 24.000000"
205.681000 ms " sigma : 24.000000"
126.141000 ms " sigma : 24.000000"
204.988000 ms " sigma : 24.000000"
129.882000 ms " sigma : 24.000000"
205.676000 ms " sigma : 24.000000"
3.883000 ms ""
6.880000 ms ""
4.352000 ms ""
2.878000 ms ""
11.076000 ms ""
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EVENT
harris_count :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
smme_kernel :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
har ri s_c or ner _re sp ons e :
EVENT
h ar r i s _ c o r n e r _s u p p r e s s i o n :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
hessian :
EVENT
harris_count :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
smme_kernel :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
kernel_gaussx :
EVENT
kernel_gaussy :
EVENT
har ri s_c or ner _re sp ons e :
EVENT
h ar r i s _ c o r n e r _s u p p r e s s i o n :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
kernel_derivate :
EVENT
hessian :
EVENT
harris_count :
EVENT
find_keypoints :
MT_START
build_descriptor :
MT_END
build_descriptor :
MARKER
full_pass :
SEGMENT
first_to_last_kernel :
MT_END
program_walltime :
SUMEVENT
kernel_desaturate :
SUMEVENT
kernel_gaussx :
SUMEVENT
kernel_gaussy :
SUMEVENT
kernel_derivate :
SUMEVENT
smme_kernel :
SUMEVENT
h arr is_ co rne r_ res po nse :
SUMEVENT h a r r i s _ co r n e r _ s u p p re s s i o n :
SUMEVENT
hessian :
SUMEVENT
harris_count :
SUMEVENT
find_keypoints :
SUMEVENT
total_sum_in_kernels :

1.844000 ms ""
6.673000 ms " sigma : 0.346482"
8.729000 ms " sigma : 0.346482"
4.516000 ms ""
3.603000 ms ""
6.945000 ms " sigma : 0.494975"
8.943000 ms " sigma : 0.494975"
6.611000 ms " sigma : 0.494975"
9.054000 ms " sigma : 0.494975"
6.716000 ms " sigma : 0.494975"
9.030000 ms " sigma : 0.494975"
3.857000 ms ""
6.799000 ms ""
4.550000 ms ""
2.762000 ms ""
6.074000 ms ""
3.124000 ms ""
5.405000 ms " sigma : 0.692965"
11.945000 ms " sigma : 0.692965"
4.281000 ms ""
3.681000 ms ""
9.721000 ms " sigma : 0.989949"
12.170000 ms " sigma : 0.989949"
9.256000 ms " sigma : 0.989949"
12.124000 ms " sigma : 0.989949"
9.320000 ms " sigma : 0.989949"
12.217000 ms " sigma : 0.989949"
3.833000 ms ""
6.787000 ms ""
4.515000 ms ""
2.814000 ms ""
6.155000 ms ""
1.986000 ms ""
1.000000 ms ""
268.713594 ms
0
5719.267000 ms
6069.607707 ms
0.788000 ms
1959.020000 ms
3250.751000 ms
109.897000 ms
32.323000 ms
38.913000 ms
71.305000 ms
73.261000 ms
18.541000 ms
1.000000 ms
5555.799000 ms

